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BLUSH
There's no need to be shy when talking about Blush's gorgeous unmentionables, whose delicacy and romance belie major strength and comfort. These durable and witty intimates carry a certain minx-like je ne sais quoi about them, which makes perfect sense considering they are made in Montreal, a city whose history is steeped in the luxurious fur trade and the charming traditions of Old World France. Blush has given women the choice of three versatile lines to play with: Simple Pleasures, Wicked, and Love Game. Working with durable lace, experimenting with rich colors and using interesting prints, the Montreal-based team makes the refined European silhouettes pop, so that a young woman, her mother, and her grandmother could all find something that suits them and still feel sexy.

Biography — Blush is a company with 50 years of fashion expertise laying its quality foundation. In 1959, Edward N. Ajmo launched a textile business in the fashion hub of Montreal, and soon after opened up a venture in Miami that employed over 1000 people. After successfully selling his US outpost, Ajmo moved back to his home of Montreal, a city steeped in rich French tradition and fur trading. His love and knowledge of fabric lead him to focus on a product where even the tiniest piece of material is of the utmost importance. So he opened Blush in 1988, which would turn into a leading Canadian lingerie company. His two children, Justin and Tiffany, have been at the helm since 2001. Blush has the backbone of family tradition, the fashion-forwardness of the cosmopolitan Montreal fashion scene, and tasteful marketing to lead it into the 21st century.
She knew how to allure by denying and to make the gift rich by delaying it.
Kahlil Gibran

——— LOVE is a magic ray emitted from the burning core of the SOUL and illuminating the surrounding earth. It enables us to perceive life as a beautiful dream between one AWAKENING and another.
A dress makes no sense unless it inspires men to want to take it off of you.

Françoise Sagan
I can resist everything, but TEMPTATION.

Oscar Wilde
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